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n the 1990s, currency crises in Latin America and East Asia impelled the American executive to assume the mantle of leadership in international financial affairs. Faced with the possibility that financial market instability would undercut economic growth and threaten policy reforms in these regions, Clinton administration officials organized a series of major financial rescues ("bailouts" to detractors). Congress, however, balked at the executive's internationalist approach to emerging market crises. Lawmakers opposed the use of government funds in the Mexican peso crisis, passed legislation that temporarily removed the executive's discretion to use the Exchange Stabilization Fund (ESF) for financial rescues, and then threatened permanent restrictions. This opposition is important because the ability of the executive to stabilize the international financial system and to orchestrate financial rescues depends upon the continued support of Congress. Executive authority in this domain is a delegated power, subject to the will of Congress.
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I explore the sources of congressional opposition to global financial rescues and the factors that motivated lawmakers to rein in the independence of the executive in the 1990s. While excellent scholarship on the topic exists (DeLong and Eichengreen 2001; Henning 1999; Roett 1996; Schwartz 1997) , this is the first article to evaluate systematically the determinants of legislator positions on financial rescues. The empirical analysis covers the universe of roll-call votes in the House of Representatives that pertain exclusively to the executive's capacity to engage in international financial rescues through the ESF.
TABLE 1 House Roll-Call Votes on Exchange Stabilization Fund Rescues
eign lending and by shifting the costs of poor loan decisions to taxpayers. One measurable form of support from banks is campaign contributions. I find that campaign contributions from money center banks increase the propensity of members to vote in favor of ESF rescues.
In the first section, I describe international financial policy and the powers that Congress has delegated to the executive in this area. The second section develops my arguments about the distributional effects of financial rescues and ties private actor interests to Congress via the usual channels: voting and campaign contributions. The third section provides background on the executive's policies toward emerging market crises in the 1990s and the congressional response to these policies, and the fourth lays out the empirical model and presents data and results. The fifth section discusses the results, and the sixth concludes with implications of the analysis.
Delegation in U.S. International Financial Policy
Congress delegated its constitutional authority to formulate international financial policy to the ESF in 1934, with the aim of stabilizing the exchange value of the dollar against other currencies (Henning 1999, 11-16) . Today, foreign exchange operations remain the primary function of the ESF, but providing stabilization loans (rescues) to countries facing balance of payments problems is increasingly important (Bordo and Schwartz 2001; Schwartz 1997 ). The $20 billion loan to Mexico in 1995 is the most salient example of this activity, but such loan programs have expanded considerably since the debt crisis of the 1980s (Henning 1999 ; Table 1 ). The economic rationale for these activities is that financial and currency markets are plagued by imperfections, such as "herding" and "overshooting," which leaves nations with payments problems vulnerable to speculative attacks and crises.
In terms of day-to-day policymaking, the ESF is independent of Congress. It operates under the exclusive control of the Secretary of the Treasury, and the Secretary's decisions are not subject to review by any other officer of the United States. Furthermore, the ESF has an off-budget financing arrangement that enhances its independence: it pays for its currency market operations and stabilization loans out of earnings from its portfolio of foreign securities and from gains on its currency holdings (Henning 1999, 48-49) . Nevertheless, delegation from Congress is not abdication, and Congress maintains a watchful eye on its executive agents here, as in other contexts (Epstein and O'Halloran 1999; McCubbins and Schwartz 1984) . For example, the Secretary of the Treasury must report to Congress annually on all ESF activities (Henning 1999, 45-48) . In addition, Congress can modify and restrict the executive's range of action via new legislation. In the 1990s, Congress acted repeatedly to constrain the executive's independence through legislation and by repeated threats of restrictive legislation. This burst of monitoring activity provides a window into the domestic politics of U.S. international financial policy.
To understand the constraints that Congress imposes on the executive, and the accompanying political conflict, we need to know something about who supports and who opposes international financial rescues and why. The positions of legislators depend on a host of considerations, including partisan identity, ideology, and expectations about the future consequences of rescues (e.g., the moral hazard problem may make future bailouts more likely). Among the most crucial considerations facing legislators is how rescues affect the incomes of private actors (constituents and organized groups). However, the relative income effects of ESF financial rescues do not derive from domestic taxing and spending decisions: the ESF is self-financed and its policies have no direct budgetary implications. Instead, the ESF has a distributional impact because its policies affect the pace and extent of economic globalization, which creates winners and losers in the private sector.
Private Actor Stakes in International Financial Rescues
International stabilization loans have two main effects on incomes of U.S. citizens. First, international financial rescues affect incomes indirectly, by way of their impact on economic globalization. The ESF's mission is to provide an "international financial safety net" to ensure that nations maintain open trade and foreign investment policies (Henning 1999, 84) . Since trade and investment have clear distributional implications, I infer that private actors that benefit (lose) from economic globalization hold positions on rescues that reflect their stakes in globalization. Second, stabilization loans also have a direct distributional effect that arises from the insurance feature of bailouts: ESF loans to emerging markets protect U.S. banks and investors with exposures in foreign markets from the full risks of their actions.
Rescues affect district constituencies indirectly, by way of their effect on the openness of international trade and capital markets. In fact, the primary rationale for financial rescues is to preserve the openness of the world economy (Frankel and Roubini 2001; Kindleberger 1986) . Rescues are thus the means to an end-maintenance of an economically integrated world economy-and the end is what drives constituency preferences on rescues. The inference is that legislators oppose (support) financial rescues because their constituents are harmed (gain) by economic globalization.
To see how financial rescues affect district interests requires an understanding of how global economic integration affects relative incomes. This topic is addressed in international economics, where one of the fundamental results, the Stolper-Samuelson Theorem, tells us that one diffuse group will be hurt by the integration of goods markets: owners of a country's scarce factor of production. While the theorem addresses trade, it provides the underpinnings of Mundell's (1957) extension to factor market integration and is therefore relevant to international financial flows and rescues. Stolper and Samuelson (1941) identified the winners and losers from trade in terms of factors of production, such as labor and capital, from which factor owners derive their incomes. Owners of locally abundant factors tend to gain more than average from trade, while owners of scarce factors tend to lose. The latter do not just gain less than average; they are made unambiguously worse off by trade, within the constraints of the two-factor, two-good model.
In the United States, the relatively scarce factor is lowskilled labor, and thus the group most likely to lose from globalization is low-skilled labor (Leamer 1984; Wood 1994) . As trade has increased with nations where lowskilled labor is relatively abundant (and hence cheap), organized labor in the United States has indeed mobilized against globalization and received protection in lessskilled intensive industries in return (Baldwin and Magee 2000; Haskel and Slaughter 2000) . By contrast, highly skilled labor and capital are abundant in the United States relative to the rest of the world and thereby benefit from freer trade. Indeed, analyses of survey data shows that individuals with high skills tend to support further liberalization of international trade while those with less education and fewer skills tend to resist such initiatives (Scheve and Slaughter 2001a) . The cleavage reflects the very different wage performance across skill levels in the United States since the early 1970s. Less-skilled workers have experienced zero and even negative real wage growth, due partially to trade (Freeman 1995; Johnson and Stafford 1999) .
As it turns out, the winners and losers from freer international trade are the same as the winners and losers from freer international factor flows, such as capital flows and migration (Mundell, 1957; Quinn and Inclán 1997) . This is intuitive since factors tend to flow across borders in response to the same market forces as goods. If capital is mobile internationally, it will seek the greatest returns by moving to foreign areas where labor is cheaper.
For example, American factories may move to Mexico because the relative returns there are higher. Consequently, as capital leaves the United States (and with it factory jobs), the relative scarcity of low-skilled labor also decreases. In other words, there will be relatively less capital and relatively more labor in the United States. In order to restore full employment in the affected industries, wages will need to fall. Thus, low-skilled U.S. workers face a double threat with regard to global economic integration. Not only are they hurt by importing the goods low-wage foreign workers produce, they also lose "exported" U.S. capital to these same foreign workers.
A corollary is that trade protection cannot prevent factor-price convergence when factor markets are open (Mundell 1957) . Since capital seeks out its most remunerative global use, trade restrictions provoke large-scale capital movements that equalize factor prices directly and simultaneously eliminate the gains from commodity trade. In the last half century, both physical and human capital has become more mobile while low-skilled labor has not. Factor flows thus provide an additional channel for low-skilled labor to lose, and for high-skilled labor (and capital) to gain, from globalization.
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If globalization requires an international financial safety net to deal with shocks, the Stolper-Samuelson framework yields the following prediction about cleavages in Congress on financial rescues. H1: The probability that a member of Congress will support (oppose) rescues increases as the proportion of high-skilled (low-skilled) individuals in a district increases.
In contrast to the indirect distributional effects associated with globalization, rescues also directly subsidize the risks of financial firms engaged in foreign investment. For these firms, stabilization loans from the ESF (or IMF) act as a form of risk insurance, subsidized by the public sector. Rescues heighten moral hazard, to the benefit of banks who find it optimal to take bigger gambles because they do not suffer as much if the gambles fail (Calomiris 1998; Meltzer 1998; Schwartz 1998) . Due to the expectation that the ESF will provide the foreign exchange liquidity that will allow them to exit the country in time of payments crisis without bearing their full losses, banks overcommit to emerging economies. 4 Rescues thus encourage investors to take on risks that they might otherwise avoid, in an attempt to reap greater financial returns. For example, the ESF created some moral hazard in Mexico by having provided stabilization loans to that country on as many as 25 occasions since 1971 (Henning 1999 ; Table 1 ). By the 1990s, investors could be fairly confident they would be bailed out in the event of a new payments crisis in Mexico.
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Measuring the value of this insurance subsidy to banks is difficult, but evidence from financial markets is suggestive. Kho, Lee, and Stulz (2000) examined the impact of rescues on U.S. bank stock prices and found that rescues significantly benefited banks with exposure to the bailed-out country, but had no systematic impact on banks without exposure. Similarly, Demirguc-Kunt and Huizinga (1993) found that unanticipated increases in U.S. financial commitments to bailouts caused the stock market capitalization of exposed U.S. money center banks to increase. The authors infer that the "stock market expects a significant share of additional resources provided to debtor countries to be used for debt service to commercial banks" (1993, 443) . Bird (1996) also shows that rescue funds are used to repay private creditors.
While moral hazard and the risk subsidy to private actors may be an inevitable consequence of stabilizing financial markets (Rogoff 1999) , my argument is that banks with assets in developing countries (money center banks) are direct beneficiaries and therefore are likely to be strong supporters of rescues. I expect money center banks to lobby in support of the ESF and for members of Congress to be receptive to these appeals: H2: The probability that a member will support rescues is increasing in campaign contributions from money center banks.
In summary, rescues have distributional effects that motivate private citizens to be concerned with the ESF and its stabilization loans. The effects are both broad and indirect via globalization and narrow and direct via the insurance feature of bailouts. Collective action, however, is far more likely with respect to the recipients of the narrow and direct effect: money center banks. This small group of very large financial firms faces few obstacles to political organization and can thus be expected to direct their resourceswhich include campaign contributions-toward members of Congress. Members, in turn, value contributions because they can be used for political advertising, which is helpful in winning the support of rationally ignorant voters. Legislators thus respond to organized groups with clear stakes in a policy (Grossman and Helpman 1994) . But legislators are also sensitive to unorganized constituencies (e.g., low-and high-skilled workers) via the election processes. Legislators calculate the distributional effects of a policy on voting constituencies within their districts and take positions that reflect these districts interests (Arnold 1992; Bailey 2001; Denzau and Munger 1986) . These calculations occur even in the absence of direct influence and lobbying, meaning that diffuse interests, such as high-and low-skilled workers, don't actually have to organize or even vote on the basis of the policy for this mechanism to be effective. 
U.S. Responses to Emerging Market Crises in the 1990s
Following the devaluation of the Mexican peso on December 20, 1994, global investors lost confidence in Mexico's macroeconomic policies and ran the peso. Although the crisis originated in the inconsistency between Mexico's monetary and fiscal policies and its fixed exchange-rate system, the run was more severe than implied by Mexico's economic fundamentals (Dornbusch and Werner 1994) . Treasury officials had been expecting a small devaluation, but what took place was a 50% devaluation that turned into a crisis and threatened to spread to other nations (GAO 1996, 76-108) .
In response, President Clinton announced a plan to extend $40 billion in loan guarantees to Mexico (GAO 1996, 110-15) . The plan required legislation and initially found strong bipartisan support among the Congressional leadership (Henning 1999, 63-64) . However, opposition grew quickly among the rank-and-file of both parties, dooming the rescue plan and putting new pressure on the peso. With Mexico on the brink of defaulting on its short-term debts, Clinton withdrew the loan guarantee plan and announced an alternative rescue package that required no congressional approval at all (Henning 1999, 64-66) . In this end-run around Congress, the President used executive authority to extend $20 billion in loans and loan guarantees to Mexico via the Exchange Stabilization Fund (GAO 1996, 118-27) .
Many members of Congress were surprised by the administration's use of the ESF. Most had no idea that the executive could use the ESF for rescues without involving Congress. The ESF was suddenly controversial, as many members saw the Mexican rescue as an overstepping of executive authority. Although Congress could not stop the peso support plan, it could prevent the executive from subverting the will of Congress in the future by passing new laws that would reduce or eliminate the ESF's independence. 7 Despite signs that the Mexican rescue was working-the peso strengthened markedly, and Mexico began to regain access to private foreign capital (Lustig 1998, 185-200 )-a series of legislative actions to shorten the leash on the ESF followed.
On July 19, 1995, Representative Bernard Sanders (Ind-VT) proposed an amendment to the FY1996 Treasury appropriations bill to block all rescue activities of the ESF. The amendment sought to "prohibit the use of any funds made available in the [appropriations] bill for the salaries and expenses of any employee, including any employee of the executive Office of the President, in connection with the obligation of expenditure of funds in the Exchange Stabilization Fund for the purpose of bolstering any foreign currency" (Congressional Record July 18, 1995: H7180). By targeting the ESF's administrative expenses, Sanders exploited a 1980 change in the budgetary treatment of the ESF in which the Fund's administrative expenses were put on-budget, requiring annual appropriations from Congress (Henning 1999, 48) . The House passed the amendment by a roll-call vote of 245 to 183, with Republicans voting 156 to 73 in favor and Democrats split 88 to 110 against. But the Senate sought less restrictive legislation and the Sanders amendment did not become law.
In the Senate, sentiment ran toward restricting, not eliminating, the capacity of the ESF to conduct rescues. Alfonse D'Amato (R -NY) found support (by voice vote) for a softer substitute to the Sanders amendment. Like the Sanders amendment, it would prohibit the use of appropriated funds for salaries and administrative expenses associated with an ESF bailout. However, if the President certified in writing that there was no projected cost and that there was an assured source of repayment, ESF funds could be employed for a rescue. The amendment also mandated a certification procedure for ESF loans of over $1 billion and six-months duration. For such loans, the approval of Congress would be needed, unless the President certified in writing that a foreign financial crisis threatened "vital United States economic interests" or "the stability of the international financial system" (Congressional Record, August 5, 1995: S11629). Congress could pass a binding resolution disapproving the president's waiver of the term and duration restrictions on ESF loans, but the president could veto the resolution. The D'Amato amendment thus allowed ESF rescues but engaged Congress directly in the decision-making process.
The D'Amato amendment was incorporated into the final FY1996 appropriation bill and became law, despite a threatened presidential veto that was not executed. Its formal constraints on ESF autonomy lapsed after two years (the restrictions required renewal because they were attached to the annual Treasury appropriation; the ESF statute itself was not changed). They were renewed for FY1997 but Congress allowed them to lapse for the FY1998 appropriation. However, the constraints were binding during the onset of the Asian crisis in 1997 and appear to have altered the executive's approach to the global crisis (Henning 1999, 75-80) .
The Asian crisis presented another case for an ESF rescue. The Asian nations that faced sudden capital flow reversals in 1997-98 had strong economic fundamentals: current account deficits, real exchange-rate overvaluation, and other macroeconomic disequilibria were not present in these episodes (Chang 1999 ). This is not to say that government policies were entirely satisfactorymost notably, poor financial regulation led to currency mismatches (foreign currency liabilities/domestic currency assets) and maturity mismatches (short-term liabilities/long-term assets). Although this was an explosive situation, these problems did not warrant a crisis on the scale of the one that occurred.
When the crisis broke in Thailand in July of 1997, the D'Amato amendment was still in effect, so any U.S. rescue above $1 billon required a presidential waiver and exposed the program to the uncertainty and delay of congressional disapproval. The Clinton administration chose not to go that route, preferring instead to have the IMF take the lead in organizing Thailand's rescue package. But U.S. funds via the ESF were made available in subsequent crises in Indonesia and Korea as part of a "second line of defense" to IMF packages (Henning 1999, 76-77) . The D'Amato amendment had lapsed between the dates of the Thai rescue and the later crises, freeing up the ESF.
On July 16, 1998, Sanders introduced a very restrictive amendment to the FY1999 Treasury appropriation bill prohibiting "any loan in excess of $250 million to a foreign entity through the Exchange Stabilization Fund." The Sanders amendment failed 195 to 226. Republicans voted 143 to 82 in favor, while Democrats were split 51 to 144 against the amendment. Unlike the D'Amato amendment of 1995, this constraint did not become law. But Sanders revived the effort in the summer of 1999 with an amendment containing somewhat milder language. The amendment, attached to the FY2000 appropriation, would "prohibit loans or credit in excess of $1 billion to a foreign entity or government through the Exchange Stabilization Fund unless approved by Congress." On July 15, 1999, the House rejected the latest Sanders effort by a recorded vote of 192 to 228.
Empirical Analysis
I analyze House roll-call voting on the three bills proposed by Bernard Sanders to restrict ESF rescues : Sanders 1995 , Sanders 1998 , and Sanders 1999 . This is the universe of roll calls that exclusively address ESF rescues. 8 Sanders 1995 is the vote to end ESF rescues that followed Clinton's maneuver around Congress during the Mexico crisis. Sanders 1998 is the vote to prohibit loans in excess of $250 million from ESF, and Sanders 1999 is the vote to prohibit all ESF loans larger than $1 billion unless approved by Congress. A "nay" on each of these votes indicates that a member supported ESF freedom of action on financial rescues. If passed, these bills would have limited the ability of the executive to conduct rescues.
As the dependent variable is dichotomous, I employ the Probit model with robust Huber/White standard errors. Covariates cover a member's individual characteristics, constituency interests, and relations with interest groups. I also utilize Stratmann's (2002) "difference-indifference" approach to see whether campaign contributions from banks influence member voting or merely reward members with similar policy preferences.
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I have two main hypotheses. First, I expect variation in skill levels across House districts to affect member voting. Specifically, the higher (lower) the skill level of constituents, the more likely a member will be to vote for (against) rescues. This captures my argument that members see rescues as a means to facilitate global economic integration and take positions on rescues that reflect how their constituencies fare from globalization. Second, I expect the probability a House member will vote in favor of rescues to increase with campaign contributions from money center banks. This relates to the insurance feature of bailouts that benefits money center banks.
The first argument derives from Stolper-Samuelson and posits a relationship between constituent skill levels and member voting. I measure constituent skill levels in two ways: by educational attainment and by occupational classification. COLLEGE DEGREE is the percentage of district population, 25 years of age and older, with a four-year college degree or higher (see the data appendix for summary statistics). SKILLED OCCUPATION is the percentage of working age district population employed in executive, administrative, managerial, and professional occupations.
The second argument derives from the insurance feature of rescues/bailouts, which is directly beneficial to money center banks. To identify money center banks, I use the regulatory classification in the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council's (FFIEC) "Country Exposure Lending Survey." The FFIEC compiles data on the international exposure of U.S. banks and aggregates these data into two categories, "money center" banks and "other banks." Since the survey identifies the specific banks that comprise the money center group, I am able to obtain a list on which to base my collection of campaign contribution data.
10 For campaign contributions, I used the Federal Election Commission's (FEC) data on contributions from Political Action Committees (PACs). Each of the money center banks identified by the FFIEC sponsors one or more PACs to channel money to members of Congress, as indicated in Table 2 . My constructed variable is BANK PAC: the sum of campaign contributions from all money center banks to a House member in the electoral cycle preceding the specific ESF vote.
Tables 3-5 report the results from the Probits for each roll call. Each table begins with a baseline specification, Model 1, in which I estimate the impact of my two variables of interest controlling only for party membership (Rep = 1) and "ideology," which is proxied by the first dimension of their DW-NOMINATE scores (McCarty, Poole, and Rosenthal 1997) . This dimension captures a member's ideological position on government intervention in the economy; higher values denote a more conservative ideology . While PARTY membership only plays a significant role in the 1995 vote, DW-NOMINATE is positive and significant in all models, suggesting that an increase in "conservatism" leads to an increased probability of voting for restrictions on rescues.
11 Economic conservatives tend to view rescues as bailouts, and emphasize the ill effects of moral hazard (Meltzer 1998; Schwartz 1998) .
The results of Model 1 for each Sanders bill (Tables 3-5) suggest that member voting is strongly related to the impact of globalization on constituents' relative wages, in a manner consistent with the Stolper-Samuelson Theorem. Members are more likely to be prorescue (vote against legislation restricting ESF rescues), as the proportion of college educated and highly skilled workers in a district increases. In addition, the estimate for BANK PAC suggests that contributions from money center banks increase the likelihood that members will vote against Sanders' anti-ESF bills.
10 See the data appendix for the list of banks that make up the group and the various PACs that they sponsor. The number of money-center banks declines from 1983 to 1998 due to mergers, consolidations, and in the case of Continental Illinois, failure.
11 The negative sign on PARTY for Sanders 95 does not necessarily imply that Republicans were generally in favor of rescues. Since PARTY and DW-NOMINATE are highly correlated (Republicans have higher DW-Nominate scores), the two variables should be considered together. In the case of Sanders 95, the negative sign on PARTY serves to offset the somewhat inflated DW-NOMINATE coefficient (which is much lower for Sanders 98 and Sanders 99.) Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. * p < 10%; * * p < 5%; * * * p < 1%. A "nay" vote is a vote in favor of ESF financial rescues.
These findings are robust to the introduction of additional control variables. Model 2 adds context-specific variables to the baseline regression. For Sanders 1995 (Table 3) , I include GOP FRESHMAN and MEXICAN ORIGIN. In 1995, there was a strong antibailout sentiment among the freshman class of "Contract with America" Republicans (Lustig 1998; Roett 1996) . One letter circulating among freshman Republicans before the Mexico bailout declared: "We are opposed to this [bailout] because we were elected to Congress to clean up the mess in Washington, not to approve a handout to the international financial community. We need to focus our energies on passing the Contract with America" (Quoted in Roett 1996, 37) . The positive and significant coefficient estimate on GOP FRESHMAN-a dummy variable denoting whether a member was a Republican freshman elected in 1994-suggests that these members were hostile to financial rescues.
MEXICAN ORIGIN controls for the relevant ethnic characteristic of districts; it is the proportion of district population of Mexican origin. House members from districts with large numbers of Mexican-Americans might oppose the bill (be favorable to rescuing Mexico) because their constituents have familial and/or economic ties in Mexico and value economic stability in the region.
It may also be the case that crises in a country of origin increase the inflow of workers into the United States, who then present a threat to local workers with whom they would compete for jobs.
12 This group of threatened workers may include locals of the same nationality (Mexicans or Mexican-Americans), and others in the greater community whose jobs may also be at risk. Indeed, the estimate in Model 2 suggests that the higher the ratio of Mexican-Americans to total district population, 12 I would like to thank a reviewer for this insight.
the greater the likelihood a member would support rescues (vote no).
Ethnic characteristics also appear to be relevant to voting on other rescue bills. For Sanders 1998 and Sanders 1999 (Tables 4-5) , I include MEX THAI KOR, which is the share of district population of Mexican, Thai, and Korean ancestry. This variable gauges the responsiveness of House members to constituents whose countries of origin suffered severe financial crises in the 1990s.
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The control is negative and highly significant in both votes.
Model 2 also incorporates industry-level variables implied by the Ricardo-Viner model of trade's distributional effects. I do so because my Stolper-Samuelson findings might be spurious if district skill levels are correlated with district industrial characteristics (export vs. importing-competing industries). The Ricardo-Viner model assumes that factors of production are stuck in their current industry, due to high costs of exit (e.g., relocation, retooling, and retaining costs). This implies that the incomes of all factor owners in an industry rise or fall together. When an export industry expands due to trade, the need for these industry specific factors expands as well, and they become more valuable. Their owners therefore gain. But, for industries that contract due to import competition, the owners of specific factors find their skills or their property obsolete, and they may lose considerably. In short, the divisions on globalization fall along industry lines, with workers and owners in export industries gaining while workers and owners in import-competing industries lose.
My proxies for the industrial makeup of districts are NET IMPORTS and NET EXPORTS. NET IMPORTS is the percentage of district workers employed in manufacturing sectors where the ratio of imports to consumption is greater than the ratio of revenues from exports to total industry revenue (e.g., Apparel, Furniture, Electronics, Transportation, and Primary Metals). These ratios are provided at the two-digit SIC level by Campa and Goldberg (1997) . NET EXPORTS is the percentage of workers in sectors where the ratio of revenues from exports to total industry revenue is greater than the ratio of imports to consumption (i.e., Tobacco, Chemicals, Food, Instruments, and Printing). Since employment by industry is not available at the congressional district level, I estimated district industry employment from countylevel data following the procedure in Baldwin and Magee (2000) . For example, if 10% of a county's population lives 13 It is not possible to include people of Indonesian and Brazilian decent in the numerator since the Census Bureau doesn't collect ancestry data on these groups. in a congressional district, that district receives 10% of the county's workers in each industry. 14 The estimates of these industry effects in Model 2 are weak and ambiguous. For Sanders 1995, they are correctly signed but not significant: members from districts with more employment in import-competing sectors oppose ESF rescues while members with higher employment in export industries support rescues. However, for Sanders 1998 and Sanders 1999, NET IMPORTS is negatively related to voting for Sanders anti-ESF bill (though not significantly so), which is against expectations. Measurement error may be a source of the weak findings for the sector exposure measures (see above) but the data do not suggest that the results are due to high correlations with the skill measures. The inclusion of these controls has no meaningful effect on the estimates for district skill endowments: members representing more skilled districts support the ESF irrespective of district industrial characteristics.
As another robustness check, Model 3 respecifies the relationship between skill endowments and voting by substituting occupational status (SKILLED OCCUPATION) for education attainment (COLLEGE DEGREE). The coefficient is correctly signed in all votes and significant in two, which provides additional support for the extension of Stolper-Samuelson: members with larger proportions of workers in high-skill occupations-the "winners" of economic globalization-tend to support rescues. Table 6 provides a more intuitive interpretation of the Probit results. Using Model 2 for each of the votes, I simulated the predicted probability of observing a vote in favor of ESF rescues (a "no" on Sander's bills) and then examined how the probabilities change as my explanatory variables increase by one standard deviation above their means, holding all other variables at their means. 15 The effects are substantively large and highly significant. For example, increasing the share of district population with a college diploma by one standard deviation increases the probability a member will support ESF rescues by 6.7 percentage points, on average (4.0 points on Sanders 1995, 7.6 points on Sanders 1998, and 8.1 points on Sanders 1999). Similarly, the average effect (across all three votes) of increasing campaign contributions by one standard deviation is to increase the probability of supporting the ESF by 7.1 percentage points. These changes are statistically significant and reflect modest changes in the variables of interest (see the lower section of Table 6 ). In short, the Note: Values represent the change in the predicted probability of voting in favor of financial rescues ("nay" on Sanders 1995 Sanders , 1998 Sanders , 1999 distributional effects of global economic integration would appear to influence member voting in nontrivial ways. While ideology (DW NOMINATE) has a larger impact than either bank contributions or distinct skill level, the effect may be overstated since member ideology may reflect constituents' ideology (Cox and Poole 2002; Erikson and Wright 2000) . It is also worth noting that increasing ethnic ties by one standard deviation increases the likelihood of supporting the ESF by 9 percentage points on average. In addition to the individual Probits discussed above, I also address the potential endogeneity of campaign contributions: when special interests give contributions, they may be targeting members with similar policy positions rather than "buying their votes" (Ansolabehere, de Figueiredo, and Snyder 2003; Hall and Wayman 1990) . To help establish causality, I employ Stratmann's (2002) "difference-in-difference" approach, which tests to see if changes in voting behavior on similar bills over time are in fact related to changes in contributions from banks. Table 7 reports the results of such an approach, both through the use of a Probit model and a Conditional Logit model (with fixed effects). 16 Both specifications strongly 16 The Probit model uses change in contribution levels as the only explanatory variable, while the Conditional Logit model looks at suggest that changes in bank contributions did, in fact, influence changes in voting behavior, as the BANKPAC coefficient is consistently negative and significant. For the 74 House members who switched votes between 1995 and 1998, the implication is that an increase in bank contributions from the 1993-94 to the 1995-96 electoral cycle increases the probability that a switch would occur in favor of financial rescues (a "nay" vote supports rescues). This finding squarely supports my hypothesis that the likelihood of voting in favor of financial rescues increases along with greater levels of contributions from money center banks.
Discussion
Some results may suggest alternative interpretations. Consider the finding that higher district skill levels (as proxied by the percentage of college graduates or the proportion of the workforce in high-skill occupations) increase the probability a member will support the ESF. I interpret these findings as support for the argument that member positions on rescues reflect the relative wage effects contribution levels along with legislator fixed effects. Since both models are difference estimators, they produce similar results, as expected by Stratmann (2002) . Notes: Both regressions use only the 74 legislators who changed their voting behavior. In the Probit model, a DV value of "1" indicates a vote switch "against" rescues (a "nay" vote on Sanders 1995 and a "yea" vote on Sanders 1998), and a value of "0" indicates a switch "in favor" of rescues (a "yea" vote on Sanders 1995 and a "nay" vote on Sanders 1998). In addition, BANKPAC reflects the increase (or decrease) in contributions levels from the 1993-94 electoral cycle to the 1995-96 cycle. The Conditional Logit model uses panel data (1995 and 1998) for the 74 legislators. From the resulting 148 observations, two were dropped due to redistricting, and the final total became 146. (The two observations, from the same district, were no longer comparable because the composition of the district changed drastically between 1995 and 1998.) In each panel, a DV value of "1" indicates a "yea" vote on the Sanders bill (against rescues). BANKPAC reflects contribution levels from the previous electoral cycle, and DW-NOMINATE and COLLEGE reflect values for the current year. Conditional Logit measures the impact of these explanatory variables on the likelihood of a "yea" vote. See Stratmann (2002) for further information.
Because there is very little (if any) measurable change in the constituency level variables from 1995 to 1998, the constituency variables drop out of the Conditional Logit regression. Robust standard errors in parentheses. * * p < 5%; * * * p < 1%.
of globalization on district constituencies. An alternative reading is that more educated constituents are simply more "cosmopolitan" and better equipped intellectually to understand the need for international financial rescues. But while a college education or a high skill occupation could give rise to an internationalist outlook, there is no compelling reason why these attributes imply support for rescues. Even academic economists are divided on the issue, with a handful taking very public stances against rescues on moral hazard grounds (Calomiris 1998; Meltzer 1998; Schwartz 1998) . More education might make people more likely to support other foreign economic policies, like trade liberalization, where the overwhelming majority of academic opinion favors free trade. But on rescues, no such unanimity exists, so it's difficult to attribute my significant findings on skill endowments to constituents' intellectual capacity. My argument also requires that constituents and their representatives in Congress understand the connections between rescues and economic globalization and between globalization and relative income shares. Do people really connect the dots that run from rescues preserving global economic integration to economic integration having distributional consequences? Qualitative evidence suggests they do. Sanders (1997) connected the dots: "Simply stated, the role of the United States government in the bailout of four East Asian countries is an outrage and a flagrant example of the power that Big Money has in American politics . . . If the U.S. Government cannot protect millions of workers, small business people, and family farmers in this country . . . should we really be responding to every bank and business failure throughout the world?" Organized labor connected the dots when the executive council of the AFL-CIO adopted a resolution urging Congress to reject U.S. participation in bailout efforts unless recipient nations adopted strict labor and human rights standards (AFL-CIO 1988) . 17 The U.S. Chamber of Commerce also connected the dots when it included a Senate vote on funding rescues via the IMF (S 1768) as one of the votes it used to rate legislators' support for business interests. The Chamber supported rescues "as a way to aid financially troubled nations whose economic health impacts businesses in the United States" (U.S. Chamber of Commerce 1998, 4). Overall, constituents seem to hold positions on rescues that reflect their pecuniary stakes in globalization.
A final piece of supporting evidence is that member votes on rescues tend to be consistent with member votes on other policies toward the world economy. If members view rescues as a means to promote globalization, their votes on trade bills should be concordant with their votes on rescues. Table 8 confirms this concordance. I used the Voteview software to construct cross-tabs comparing rollcall voting on ESF legislation with voting on important trade policy legislation (Poole, Rosenthal, and Shor 2003) . The table shows the breakdown, by party, of yea-yea, yeanay, nay-yea, and nay-nay votes for each of the Sanders ESF votes paired with voting on (1) GATT Uruguay Round implementation (2) Fast-Track Authority, and (3) Permanent Normal Trade Relations for China. I expect a negative relationship since a vote for a Sanders bill is an antiglobalization vote while a vote for each of the trade bills is 17 Tough labor standards in developing countries protect the wages of low-skilled Americans. proglobalization. This is confirmed by the Yule's Q statistic, which is quite strongly negative in each instance. The negative relationship means that most Column One members (voting yea on Sanders and thus against rescues) are more likely also Row Two members (voting nay on trade liberalization), and most Column Two members (voting nay on Sanders and thus for rescues) are more likely Row One members (voting yea on trade liberalization). Note that there are very few "inconsistent" votes; i.e. Republicans voting nay-nay or Democrats voting yea-yea. Furthermore, the large numbers of Republications voting yea-yea supports an ideological interpretation: economic conservatives oppose government intervention in both international finance and international trade. Likewise, the ideologically consistent combination for liberals (Democrats) is nay-nay.
My other key finding on the relationship between money center banks and member voting also requires comment, since it focuses on campaign contributions. One concern is that my results are out of step with the literature, which finds little evidence that campaign money influences votes (Hall and Wayman 1990; Snyder 1992; Wright 1996) . When such evidence is found, the effects are usually trivial compared to other influences, such as legislators' own beliefs (ideology), the preferences of district constituents, and partisanship (Grenzke 1989) . One possibility is that my estimates on bank campaign money are inflated due to some unmodeled constituency effect. To test for this, I added a dummy variable for districts that are home to money center banks and a variable for the share of a district employed in large commercial banks. Neither of these variables was significant and their inclusion did not affect the size or significant level of BANK PAC. Campaign contributions from banks may simply be different than money from other sources. Commercial banks rank in the top 10 in terms of total giving (PAC, individual, soft money) to Congress among over 80 industries (Makinson 2003) . Furthermore, other studies have found an effect of bank money on roll-call voting (Kroszner and Stratmann 1998) . What is clear is that money center banks target House members with particular influence over banking and financial policy. Table 9 lists the top 20 recipients of bank largess in the 1997-98 electoral cycle and reveals that the majority sat on the Committee on Banking, Finance, and Urban Affairs. All but four of these members voted against Sanders 1998 and, therefore, shared the banks' position on the need for ESF rescues. This targeting of committee members may derive from the decentralized nature of congressional decision-making process: banks may understand that money allocated to the committee is more efficiently spent (Grier and Munger 1991) . It may also reflect an understanding of the committee assignment process: banks are more likely to find a sympathetic audience in this committee (Shepsle 1978) .
Conclusion
Congress is the "principal" and the executive is the "agent" with respect to the determination of U.S. international financial policy. Congress has the constitutional authority to constrain or even eliminate the executive's discretion in this area, an authority that it can leverage to ensure the good behavior of its agent. For decades, Congress allowed the executive to manage ESF operations with little oversight. In the 1990s, however, many members felt the president had overstepped his role by bailing out emerging market economies. The result was a series of legislative challenges to executive autonomy in this area. My purpose is to better understand these confrontations, a task that requires disaggregating the principal, Congress, into its individual members and analyzing the factors that shape member positions on the issue.
I have two core arguments. The first is that rescue legislation provides opportunities for legislators and their constituents to weigh in on the pace and extent of economic globalization. Note that rescues themselves have no direct distributional consequences via the budget. Instead, rescues are political because international crisis management is a means to an end: the maintenance of an integrated world economy. Members of Congress that support rescues do so because their constituents benefit from globalization and thereby want the U.S. government to take steps to protect the world economy from shocks. Conversely, members that oppose rescues have constituents that lose from globalization and are therefore less concerned with global economic stability. Indeed, a key finding follows from the Stolper-Samuelson Theorem: members are significantly more likely to oppose rescues as the proportion of less-educated, low-skilled workers in a district increases. While the personal traits of members (ideology) influence voting, the factor endowments of districts matter independently of these and other covariates.
The second argument is more intuitive: members understand that rescues, by reducing the downside risks of foreign lending, produce narrowly targeted benefits for money center banks. I assume that campaign contributions are an observable indication that members and banks are on the same page on rescue policy, and I find evidence that campaign contributions from banks increase the likelihood a member will vote in support of international rescues.
An implication of the first result is that the "globalization backlash" witnessed in other areas of foreign economic policy-NAFTA, WTO, Fast-Track, PNTR for China, immigration-also finds expression in U.S. international financial policy. In a series of important papers, Slaughter (2001a, 2001b; find that factor endowments correlate strongly with individual attitudes toward trade, immigration, and currency unions. In so doing, they show that the Stolper-Samuelson Theorem provides a common foundation for analyzing a range of outcomes beyond trade. My analysis extends this insight to policies that are indirectly connected to trade and factor flows. The politics of international rescues are similar to the politics of globalization because rescues stabilize and encourage trade and factor market integration.
In summary, international financial rescues have both broad and narrow distributional effects, and members of Congress are responsive to these effects via the electoral connection and campaign contributions.
Data Appendix and Summary Statistics
DW-Nominate: The first dimension of the DWNominate score is interpreted as capturing a member's ideological position on government intervention in the economy. Higher values denote a more conservative ideology. McCarty, Poole, and Rosenthal (1997) . Net Exports: Percent district population aged 16 years and over employed in net export industries. Net export industries are two-digit SIC manufacturing sectors where the ratio of revenues from exports to total industry revenue is greater than the ratio of imports to consumption (Food 20, Tobacco 21, Printing 27, Chemicals 28, Instruments 38). See Net Imports and the text for the concordance procedure. 
